The Poor of Christ in the Roman Church: Role and relevance for today

A lay movement known as the Poor of Christ, incorrectly referred to as the Waldensians, started in the Roman Church in 1176 and rapidly spread through Europe despite severe persecution by the church. Through their values and methods, they impacted on the communities where they were present. This article aims to show their role and contributions indicating its impact on the 16th century Reformation and relevance for the church today. It does this by examining selected themes from the Poor of Christ: their life-transforming faith, the strengthening of laity, the equal role of women in ministry, the importance of teaching and living the faith, a focused rather than fenced theology and loyalty to the one Church of Christ. The article also draws reference to the COVID-19 pandemic and explores what we can learn from the Poor of Christ in addressing this situation.

Contribution: This article puts the spotlight on an overlooked lay movement that contributed significantly in preparing the climate for the 16th Century Reformation. Their example shows that the real strength of church is through members empowered to holistically live their faith. The article shows the current relevance of their values and methods.
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A short history of the Poor of Christ

It all started in 1176. A businessman, Valdes, had gathered significant wealth in Lyon, France. He was part of a new group in society – ordinary citizens, not related to nobility or to officials in the Church – starting to play an influential role in society (Asbridge 2011:557–558). Valdes used some of his wealth to commission the translation of the Latin Bible into his mother tongue, Romance. He was fascinated by what he read. The gospel of Jesus Christ touched him. He read about the call and starting to live a changed life based especially on the ‘Sermon on the Mount’. He focused on preaching repentance, calling people to live a life of following Christ and sharing the New Testament message (Selge 1967:95–96). Soon he had a significant number of people heeding the call – either by becoming wandering preachers themselves or by at least following the repentance call and starting to live a changed life based especially on the ‘Sermon on the Mount’. The movement had many names. We will use the name that they sometimes used to describe themselves: ‘The Poor of Christ’ (Pauperes Christi), although this name was not used frequently (De Lange 2004:67). We concur with De Lange (2004:58–60) that ‘Poor in Christ’ captures the essence of their teachings and life style. The name ‘Waldensians’, by which they eventually became known, is misleading. Audioso (1999) points out that the:

[7]erm ‘Waldesian’, in fact, was coined by those who persecuted them, designating the heretics by the name of their founder, as is so often the case. The ‘heretics’, however, never used this name. (p. 3)

Although Valdes played a crucial role as founder and was a recognised authority during his life time, he resisted any hierarchical structures and claimed no special position for himself (Exempla Historica 1984:83–84). Because of that, very little is known about him – not even key biographical

1. When speaking about the church in which the Poor of Christ existed, we refer to it as the Roman Church, rather than the Roman Catholic Church. At that stage, European Christianity had split into two: The Western Church with Rome and the Eastern Church with Constantinople as its centre. The Poor of Christ existed within the Roman Church only. For them, there was only one Church – the one they know, which was headed by the pope in Rome.

2. We use ‘Valdes’ as name form, as it is regarded as the most likely form that the name had in his dialect (ed. De Lange & Schwinge 2003:175). Other forms are Vaudes, Waldes and Valdesium. The first name ‘Peter’ or ‘Petrus’ first appears in 1368 and was only given long after his death.

3. Other names such as Poor of Lyon, Lombards, Sandalwearers and Waldensians (Frank et al. 1999:23) feature regularly.
We, therefore, ... order by apostolic letter that if you shall receive a similar vow from other brothers [Poor of Christ], you shall reconcile them to ecclesiastical unity by an oath like this, and you shall make it known by proclamation and in other ways that they are truly Catholic and rightly faithful, keeping them under God free from all scandal and infamy; and you shall mercifully aid them with testimonial letters and other assistance, for the sake of God. (pp. 223–224)

A year later, the pope complained that the Poor Catholics were not successful in bringing back the Poor of Christ (Wakefield & Evans 1991:226–227), and harsher methods were needed. The dialogue ended. This was confirmed during Lateran IV in 1215, which in Constitution Three stated:5

We excommunicate and anathematize every heresy raising itself up against this holy, orthodox and catholic faith which we have expounded above. We condemn all heretics, whatever names they may go under. They have different faces indeed but their tails are tied together inasmuch as they are alike in their pride. (Constitution Three, Lateran IV, 1215)

Their ‘pride’, the refusal to submit to authority, was sufficient to declare them heretic.

Lateran IV introduced violence as a legitimate, sanctified method to combat heresies, promising indulgence to all who take the cross and gird themselves up for the expulsion of heretics (Decree three). This was the beginning of a most brutal persecution of the Poor of Christ by the Inquisition, lasting three centuries. Despite this persecution, the Poor of Christ continued their ministry. They developed a system of roaming preachers and teachers, Meister and Meisterinnen, who were well organised and had a detailed travel plan which was strictly and punctually followed so that those visited could be ready and waiting without drawing unnecessary attention (Tourn 1983:74).

The main source of information on the movement is the Inquisition reports. They show how effective the underground movement had become. In quite a few places where they were found, executed and thought to be eradicated, a subsequent Inquisition 50 years later (two generations!) again found many followers. This is, firstly, because everybody had not been discovered previously and, secondly, because of the system of teaching used: parents taught their children, and the families were then visited on a regular basis by the wandering master responsible for their region (Molnár 1993:147–148). Even though some were killed, there were others who continued the ministry. Known as the people with little books, they carried their Bibles hidden in their garments (Audisio 2009:32). As their Bibles were confiscated and burnt, they depended on memorising scripture. The New Testament was their handbook, and the teachings of Jesus were the core of their life-transforming message. This resulted in them being respected by the population as trustworthy people of integrity (Patschovsky 2011:159–160).

They treated men and women as equal. Women were teachers and preachers, a matter that the inquisitor Stephen of Bourbon complains about (Molnár 1993:44). They lived in a patriarchal environment in both church and society. Because of their intense study of the New Testament, it would have

been obvious for them to follow 1 Corinthians 14:34–36 and 1 Timothy 2:11–15, where women are forbidden to preach or teach. Yet, they ascribed higher authority to the way that Jesus treated women and sent them as first messengers at Easter (Mk 16:6f; Mt 28:5–8; Jn 20:16–18) than to Paul’s statements, which shows that they interpreted scripture based on the teachings of Christ. Martin Luther, much later, followed this approach in stating that the Word of God in scripture has to be found in ‘das was Christum treibet’ (WA DB 7:25 1522) – that which promotes Christ.

Their ministry was holistic and life-transforming. They did not only preach and teach but also counselled and treated the sick (Biller 1982:55–77). As a result, they were welcomed by the population in many parts of Europe, despite being declared heretics.

The Poor of Christ had an undivided loyalty to the Roman Church as the Church of Christ. Unlike other ‘heresies’ such as the Cathars, who saw themselves as the true church, and the Roman Church as totally wrong, the Poor of Christ remained loyal to the church despite the severest persecution by their church. They distinguished between the Church with Christ at its head and the ordained people in authority, including the pope, who might abuse and misuse their position. They criticised these abuses, but they did not turn their back on the church to establish their own movement. Because of this, they continued to influence the church from inside, contributing to the Reformation at the beginning of the 16th century.7

Maps showing their presence in the Holy Roman Empire between 1176 and 1532 (Frank et al. 1999:12) indicate their presence especially in the German territories that became the home ground to the 16th century Reformation. A comparison between the regions of their activities and the regions that were at the forefront of supporting the Reformation at the Diet of Speyer (1529) shows a substantial overlap (Müller 2020:189–192). Historical contextual analyses show their influence in free imperial cities and in those regions where important role-players of the Reformation, such as Johan von Staupitz, grew up. Consolidated with the reports of the contributions by the lay people from Nuremberg and other regions known for the presence of the Poor of Christ, it becomes clear that this lay movement had a significant impact in preparing the scene for the 16th century Reformation, a matter that deserves much more attention in reformational studies.

The Poor of Christ as example for church today

The task of history is not only to study the past but also to understand the present and shape the future. By critically looking into our current context and bringing into it lessons learnt from the Poor of Christ, history becomes relevant now.

Christianity in many former Christian strongholds in the Western world is on the decline. The term ‘Post Christian’ is used by more and more church historians to describe our times. Tusting (2004) calls her study: ‘Congregational Studies in the UK: Christianity in a Post-Christian Context’, and Granberg-Michaelson (2013) names his book From Times Square to Timbuktu: The Post-Christian West Meets the Non-Western Church.

The German Protestant churches, home of the initial Reformation explosion, had a study done, Kirche im Umbruch, on why the German church (both Protestant and Roman Catholic) is so drastically declining. The webpage of the Evangelische Kirche in Deutschland (EKD) states:

Wie kann die evangelische Kirche auch in Zukunft Menschen von sich überzeugen? Sie muss vorhandene Strukturen kritisch prüfen, neue Angebote – vor allem für junge Erwachsene – entwickeln und frische Impulse setzen.8

The main focus is on the following questions: What needs to be done differently? Where do we need to change our approach? They see the answer in re-looking at structures and finding new things to offer, especially for young adults, giving fresh impulses.

Based on what we learn from the Poor of Christ, it is the life-transforming message of Christ which encompasses all aspects of life: Spiritual matters and daily encounter in the community and workplace is what makes church authentic. When this life-transforming message, taken for granted, is ignored and no longer passed on from generation to generation, the church can only decline. Merely offering new impulses and changing structures does not create authenticity. Developing programmes to attract people cannot replace authenticity.

Focus on the life-transforming message of Christ

The Poor of Christ did not spread because they had a strong central head office that developed strategies and programmes, structures that are today often thought to be essential. The laos, the people of God, were the essential carriers of God’s Word. Because of the severe persecution, they could not afford to merely honour tradition. Their Meister and Meisterinnen were no overseers policing the members, keeping them in line, but trainers, teachers and supporters to the families and communities, strengthening their resolve to live their faith in extremely difficult circumstances.

We can learn from the history of the Poor of Christ to ask the right questions:

- Are we as church still busy with our core function – to proclaim the life-transforming message of Christ and to assist Christians to live out this faith?
- Can this life-transforming message be heard clearly in our proclamation and seen in our lives?
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7.This is dealt with in detail in the study of Müller (2020).
Africa provides a fascinating example of this happening. Unlike in Europe, Christianity in Africa is on the increase. South Africa’s increase is low. Maluleke (Ross et al. 2018) shows a slight annual growth rate of Christianity in South Africa in the period 1975–2015 of 2.15%. Independent and Charismatic churches show the largest increase, whereas the Protestant group showed the largest decline from a share of 28.7% in 1975–19.25% of the population in 2015. In other parts of the sub-Saharan Africa, a different picture emerges. Nyomi, in discussing Protestants in the region (Ross et al. 2018), shows the growth of Protestants as a portion of the total population rising from 9.3% to 16.6%, with the strongest growth in Eastern Africa (from 7% to 18.7%). In East Africa, Ethiopia and Tanzania deserve a closer look.

Ethiopia is home to one of the oldest churches globally, the Ethiopian Orthodox Church (EOC), and also to the young Protestant churches. Eshete (Ross et al. 2018:156–158) discusses the development of Christianity in that country. As the Ethiopian empire expanded, the emperors ensured that the EOC expanded with it. In relation to the total population of the empire, it remained at a constant 39%. The Protestants, Pentecostals and Evangelicals together, however, were a mere 6% of the population in 1975; but in 2015, 42% of the population belonged to them (Ross et al. 2018:158).

Eshete gives as a reason for the comparatively poor performance of the EOC that Emperor Haile Selassie wanted to modernise the EOC, but ‘both the lower-level priests and its upper-echelon hierarchy, was resistant to change’ (Ross et al. 2018). He then points out:

Above all, a radical move made by the Emperor was the instrumental role he played in the publication in 1961 of the Bible in Amharic, the local language. This had huge unintended consequences, as it shifted the knowledge centre of the source of the Christian faith from a special priestly elite to the ordinary people – a factor that inadvertently undermined the historic church. The availability of the translation of the message into the national language is one of the crucial factors that facilitated the spread of the Evangelical faith in Ethiopia. (p. 158)

This is almost like a mirror of the Poor of Christ and the Roman church of their time. The laos get access to the Bible in their mother tongue and start living their faith based on their own knowledge and thinking (Müller 2020:190).

Similar observations can be made regarding the growth and spread of Christianity in Tanzania, described by Gitau (Ross et al. 2018:121–123). Here, all Christian Churches have experienced significant growth in the period between 1975 and 2015. Gitau gives as a reason the translation of scripture into local vernacular and the emphasis on teaching in all denominations. ‘The supply of the printed Scriptures, first-time writing of grammars, liturgies and catechism excited inland communities so that evangelism progressed quickly during the colonial decades’ (Ross et al. 2018:122).

As with the Poor of Christ, the availability of scripture in the mother tongue and equipping the laos to read and understand the message meant that the Christian faith could become a lived faith, leading to its rapid spread in all denominations promoting this. This then also links up with the next important matter.

**Strengthening laity**

When speaking about the Reformation and its important role players, immediately the name of theologians come to mind. Although the theologians were the key to putting on paper the theological statements, the Reformation would have stayed a theological debate, had it not been for the strong basis of support from knowledgeable lay people. As can be seen from the Diet of Speyer (1529) and Augsburg (1530), the lay people did not only represent secular authority, but to a large extent were fully involved in the theological debate, contributing from their own knowledge and thinking (Müller 2020:190).

* Lay is often misunderstood as meaning theological illiteracy. This clearly is not the case when looking at the Poor of Christ. The training of their lay *Meister* and *Meisterinnen* was intense and lasted for 10–12 years (Lerner 1986:243). They in turn did not keep their knowledge to themselves, but passed it on to the people that they cared for. The ministry of the Poor of Christ was empowering the laity.

As pointed out with regard to church growth in Ethiopia and Tanzania, when lay people are empowered to study scripture, it brings in a whole new dynamic into church life. Well-equipped lay people are also the teachers to young children either as parents or through children’s ministries, providing them with a firm foundation.

For any church to be resilient and growing, it needs to have a strong focus on the training and equipping of lay people. They need to be able to answer to what they believe. This goes much deeper than memorising a catechism and reciting the ‘right’ answer when asked.

Both the *Heidelberg Catechism* and *Luther’s Small Catechism* follow the pattern of asking questions and then providing the answer. The intention is that Christians must know what they believe. However, when question and answer are merely recited without understanding, it becomes a futile exercise. For that reason, it is important that critical thinking and reflection is encouraged. As with the Poor of Christ, significant emphasis must be placed on the study of scripture. Critical reflection on the teachings of one’s own denomination must be encouraged. Lay members, equipped and encouraged to think critically about their own denomination, are not a threat, but contribute to the resilience of a faith community, helping it to focus on what really matters.

---


With the Poor of Christ, the training happened in the homes. It was necessitated by the danger that they operated under. However, the strong developed laity carried the movement through the long-lasting extremely difficult times.

The 2020 COVID-19 lockdown in South Africa brought with it particular challenges for the faith communities. All religious gatherings were banned. Holy Week, Easter and Pentecost could not be celebrated in the churches. Initially, there was huge resistance, because congregating to pray, worship and celebrate is an integral part of the Christian faith. Churches were left with three options:

- not to have any worship services, which was unthinkable
- have virtual services recorded and accessed via the Internet. This option was followed by most churches with sufficient IT infrastructure.
- have services in the homes, led by a member of the household. Denominations with an exclusive focus on priest-led services battled with this situation. Those with a strong emphasis on lay development and a tradition of house groups could adapt to these circumstances much easier.

It became even trickier in respect of Holy Communion. With the COVID-19 lockdown, debates started as to what to do regarding Holy Communion, as it is an integral part of the life of most denominations. The responses varied, based on the theological understanding of denominations.

The Roman Catholic doctrine requires that an ordained priest does the consecration. The Archbishop of Johannesburg wrote to his diocese: ‘The Holy Father has granted in the Decree in Time of COVID-19 the faculty to all priests to celebrate this Mass ALONE and omit the procession to the place of repose’ (viewed 14 May 2020, from https://www.radioveritas.co.za/images/PDFs/Response_to_the_National_Lockdown_Covid-19.pdf).

The Anglican Church in Southern Africa also requires an ordained priest for the celebration. It had the following post on their webpage, by Retired Bishop Geoff Quinlan (emphasis in the original):

I have begun celebrating the Eucharist on line in a way that allows participants to make their communion. I use the full Eucharistic service with the Consecration Prayer and ask participants to have bread and wine with them at home for consecration. In the Eucharistic prayer I then consecrate, by intention, the bread and the wine before me and also that in the homes of communicants.

One Lutheran denomination issued a guideline to all members on how to celebrate communion at home, without the presence – virtual or real – of a pastor. The document, issued on 07 April 2020, states:

We are in extraordinary times. Church Council of NELCSA has agreed that during this time we should find ways of making it possible for our members to celebrate communion in their homes. There is no way that the pastors can visit all the homes – apart from the fact that it now would be in contravention of the lockdown. We therefore encourage families living together in their homes, as well as singles, to not only hold devotions, but also to celebrate communion.

This document is heavily influenced by the lessons learnt from the Poor of Christ. While theologians around the world were debating on whether virtual communion, where a priest celebrates it in a live broadcast, and parishioners participate in their homes, can be regarded as ‘real’, it asked: ‘What does the New Testament say?’ The guiding text was John 6:35–58, where Jesus, time and again, is asked to explain how one can eat and drink his body and blood, and every time, his answer is: Eat and drink – just that, without giving any explanation. From this, the authors concluded that in the time of lockdown, our task is not to ask: Is it possible, but to make it possible that people eat and drink, partake in the body and blood of Christ. Thinking of the Poor of Christ, who in times of exclusion celebrated in their homes, they proposed that during this lockdown period Christians should be encouraged to celebrate communion in their homes as well. Following the example of the Poor of Christ to equip the laity, the handout referred to above was prepared to guide and instruct the lay leaders in the household. The importance to participate in the body and blood of Christ in these challenging times outweighed all doctrinal reservations.

The lockdown situation made it very clear that the resilience of a church does not depend on how many priests there are, but on whether the laos, the people, understand themselves to be fully Church – even without an ordained priest or pastor present.

The equal role of women in the Church

Based on 1 Corinthians 14:34f and 1 Timothy 3:11–15, some denominations currently do not ordain women. By this decision, many other New Testament instances are ignored where women played a very important leadership and proclamation role. This is especially true for the various Easter morning reports, where time and again women are first commissioned to proclaim to the disciples the good news that he has risen (Mk 16:6f; Mt 28:5–8; Jn 20:16–18).

Part of the resilience of the Poor of Christ was because of the role of the Meisterinnen, who, in a male dominated society, could teach and train the mothers who passed on this knowledge to their children, much better than a man could. Sadly, in most Protestant churches, the equal role of women was not recognised and practised, to the detriment of church and society. To ban half of the membership from developing their proclamation skills despite the overwhelming Easter testimonies is, simply put, foolishness and depriving those churches of a major asset.

12.Northeastern Evangelical Lutheran Church in South Africa.
There are some denominations that do treat women as equal. Kaunda and Phiri (2016) say about women in the Africa Initiated Churches (AIC):

While acknowledging that women are marginalised in some AICs, the majority of these churches recognise the spiritual virility, or vitality operating in women who are endowed with the power of the Holy Spirit. (p. 2)

They point out that because of the emphasis on the working of the Holy Spirit, who does not discriminate against women, women can be founders of congregations and play leading roles in the AIC much more readily than in traditional churches. This may explain why there are also a good number of the Spirit-type churches which are founded and led by women even among Zulus, despite being patriarchally oriented societies’ (Kaunda & Phiri 2016:5).

Haddad (2016:158) focuses on churches of European origin and relates how missionary women introduced schools for girls and women, with the main focus on teaching them skills around traditional roles for women. Thus, while uplifting women, it aligned them according to the patriarchal traditions. They met on a weekly basis, also for prayer, and generally became known as the manyanos. Such Women’s leagues or Prayer Women or Women in Uniform today form an integral part of many churches in South Africa. Although they play an important role, in many cases it is not an equal one. The uniform speaks for this. Haddad explains that the uniform originally was a sign of dignity and liberation for women in a male-dominated environment, because it showed that they had a place and function in church (Haddad 2016:169). However, the uniform is also seen by more and more modern women as a tool of oppression (Haddad 2016:170), part of the old system to ‘keep women in place’.

We learn from the Poor of Christ that gender cannot be allowed to be a disqualifier, especially not when it comes to teaching and nurturing the talents of the people. Whoever has a gift should be encouraged and supported to develop that gift.

The church should be that place, where more than elsewhere Galatians 3:28 is put into practise: ‘There is neither Jew nor Gentile, neither slave nor free, nor is there male and female, for you are all one in Christ Jesus’. And this, we certainly learn from the Poor of Christ.

**Teaching, learning and living the faith**

This links up with the role of laity mentioned above. A strong point of the Poor of Christ was that they did not only know the teachings of Jesus, but that they put them into practise, thus gaining respect from their communities.

Sadly, in our time religion is used as a means to gain trust and then leech money out of people. Lateran III, decree three (https://www.papalencyclicals.net/councils/ecumi11.htm accessed on 29.05.2020) already was addressing the issue of excessive wealth of bishops and prelates. In that time, people had no choice but to pay church taxes, and apart from that, fear of hell and damnation was further used to extract monies from them. In modern South Africa, people chose where to go. Those attending are not victims of a system forced onto them. Yet, current court cases, such as against Prophet Bushiri, who is regarded as one of the wealthiest preachers in Africa, show that they have large followings and that poor people are willing to give huge offerings in support of them.

Kgatle (2017) asks the question why people within the churches of such prophets remain loyal to them, even if it is to their own detriment. He states that: ‘Most of the pastors in Neo-Pentecostalism reject such a training (theological training for ministry), let alone academic activities of theological field’ and sees in this a sign of anti-intellectualism. He sees the desire for miracles as a main reason why middle and upper class people follow these prophets. His recommendations to counter this focus on creating more accountability, which includes reporting to the South African Council of Churches (SACC). We are of the opinion that it will not really make a difference, because these prophets do not adhere to any rules and regulations.

We agree with Ramantswana (2019) who argues ‘that neo-prophetic churches are tapping into people’s longing for the fresh divine word to speak directly into their personal situations’. The adherents of these prophets go there out of their own free will.

We can learn from the Poor of Christ: the solution to this abuse does not lie in secular authorities protecting the people against heresies through laws. This was the approach followed by the Roman Church. The laws and decrees did not stop the abuse of authority, but in the process good movements and people were banished and even executed. Kgatle refers to the anti-intellectualism of Neo Pentecostalism. Instead of protecting the people/laity through laws and rules, the solution is to equip them through sound teaching. Lay people need to have a firm knowledge of scripture, which will become the ‘fresh divine word speaking into their personal situations’, as was the case with the Poor of Christ. Sound teaching will help people to better discern when they are being misled. Many of those attending these strange services come from established churches where they should have received such a solid foundation. This begs the question as to whether they were taught to recite, or empowered to think critically and understand and challenge what they were taught.

**Focused, rather than Fenced theology and dogma**

The terms ‘focused’ and ‘fenced’ theology and dogma are coined by us, based on the observations of the Poor of Christ and the Roman Church in which they existed.
Fenced theology and dogma states in as much detail as possible what the Church believes, leaving little room for interpretation and no room for dissent. The Roman Church over centuries developed such doctrines to define itself and to define who heretics were. The decrees and dogmas issued in view of the Poor of Christ served as fences in order to clearly state who is inside and who is not.

Focused theology has a focal point which is non-negotiable. In the case of the Poor of Christ, this focal point is Jesus Christ as revealed in scripture. Only Christ defines Church, and therefore, Church is where Christ is the focal point. If that focus is lost, one literally ‘misses the point’ and Church loses its core function. When that focus is maintained, there is room for differing interpretations on almost every other matter.

The resilience and spread of the Poor of Christ can be ascribed to this focused approach. In the beginning, it was a conscious decision by Valdes and the early preachers and teachers to focus on Christ and his message. Because of the severe persecution, the movement could never develop an extensive system of dogmas and theology. They had to rely on what they could memorise, which was the New Testament and its core message. This is what was also taught to each new generation. Thus, the persecution forced them to stay focused and ensured the continuation of the movement with its core message for more than 300 years.

The 16th century Reformation Church in its early phase was focused – best summed up in the sola scriptura, sola fide, sola gratia, solus Christus explaining the core of its faith. It soon moved into the ‘fenced mode’. The Augsburg Confession (CA) of 1530 already shows this shift happening. Although it clearly states what Protestants believe (focus), it starts erecting fences to indicate who is and who is not acceptable. CA X states: ‘Of the Supper of the Lord they teach that the Body and Blood of Christ are truly present, and are distributed to those who eat the Supper of the Lord; and they reject those that teach otherwise’. The first fence is erected by rejecting those who have a differing view of communion. This was the start of the splitting up of the Reformation Churches.

As this article is being completed, the impact of the COVID-19 lockdown in South Africa is becoming increasingly visible. The economy had come to an almost complete standstill. As a result, many day labourers are without an income and large portions of the population are facing severe hunger. In this crisis situation, many churches adopted the ‘focused’ approach, and based on the common belief in Christ, joined hands to reach out to these people in need. Just one of many examples is quoted here, reported in the Mercury Newspaper on 14 April 2020 (viewed 13 May 2020, from https://www.iol.co.za/mercury/news/kzn-churches-pledge-r1-million-to-assist-with-covid-19-relief-efforts-46679262):

Durban – Churches, Christian associations, ecumenical networks and ministers’ fraternities have banded together to pledge R1 million towards Covid-19 relief efforts in KwaZulu-Natal. … Chairperson of the KwaZulu Natal Church Leaders Group and Chairperson of the KZN Inter Religious Council, Cardinal Wilfrid Napier said, ‘This is a powerful gesture of inestimable symbolic value. We gladly notify you that the Churches across the KwaZulu Natal province, are pledging R1 million to the relief emergency in our province’. … ‘All of this is underpinned by an inter-denominational space for prayer and reflections on the life-affirming theology of care in the face of the pandemic.’

The crisis brings together people from different denominations in prayer and action. Fences come down and churches again focus on the core, to the benefit of society at large.

Another example caused by the COVID-19 crisis is that members of households belonging to different denominations now worship together. Because of this crisis the fences came down, and the combined focus on Christ as head of the Church was sufficient for celebrating together. Without the crisis, the fences would have prevented it. Difficult times force believers to distinguish between what really matters and what matters less.

We believe that communities will immensely benefit if denominations, also in normal times, learn to be focused rather than fenced in their thinking and action. For that to happen, church leadership needs to ensure that the core message is not taken for granted. It must be taught and valued as something that is shared by the large body of churches and not only by their denomination.

A focused theology does allow for specific doctrinal developments. When focused on Christ and scripture, there is a huge scope for differing interpretations and resulting doctrines. In a focused approach, the diversity does not weaken, but rather strengthens the resilience of the church. It encourages the critical self-reflection and mutual learning across denominational divides.

Loyalty to the one Church of Christ

The German wing of the Poor of Christ was part of the society and existed within the church, despite being persecuted by it. During the Reformation, people like Johan von Staupitz and Phillip Melanchthon supported the reformational thinking, but resisted a split of the Church of Christ into denominations. When the split did happen, it became a continuous process of further splitting up of the Protestant movement. It was only in the 20th century that the awareness of the one global Church of Christ started to gain ground again in the rise of ecumenical bodies.

In South Africa, there are various ecumenical bodies that demonstrate the awareness of one-ness. The Church Unity Commission was started in 1968. Duncan (2011) lists the participating churches as:

Church of the Province of Southern Africa the United Congregational Church of South Africa, the Evangelical Congregational Church of South Africa, the United Congregational Synod of South Africa.
Presbyterian Church in South Africa, the Methodist Church of Southern Africa, the Presbyterian Church of Southern Africa and the Reformed Presbyterian Church in Southern Africa. (p. 19)

With time, other Protestant churches were invited as observers and later as members. It is a strong ecumenical body, but still excludes the Evangelical and Pentecostal Churches. The intended full unity was never achieved. Duncan (2011) states:

In the general sphere of ecumenism, a significant issue relates to the manner of approach to Church unity. The predominant approach tends to be protectionist, i.e. how can churches unite by retaining as much of their historical traditions as possible and making the minimum of concessions to other traditions? This approach is focused on maintaining the past and allowing it to dominate the present and future. (p. 37)

The focused approach opened the door for discussion. The fenced approach prevented full unity. The focus on Christ allowed the Poor of Christ to stay loyal to the Church, even though they had significant doctrinal disagreements on issues such as Purgatory and the role of laity. What can such a focus on Christ and loyalty to his Church mean in South Africa with its countless denominations?

The current COVID-19 crisis provides an example of what it can mean. The South African Council of Churches (SACC) made a passionate call on all its member churches to work together to address challenges arising from the lockdown. Within the first weeks of the lockdown, a ‘SACC Local Ecumenical Action Network (LEAN) – Starter Pack’ was sent to all member churches. It defines LEAN as:

> An existing network (e.g. fraternal, alliance etc.), or new group of 10 or more churches from a local neighbourhood – from different denominations – that have connected with each other to collaborate on local action during the Covid-19 pandemic in South Africa.

During the weeks that followed, it became increasingly clear how difficult it was to get LEANs going, because of lack of ecumenical interaction on a local level. From the oral reports given at meetings, it emerged that some LEANs consisted of clergy from one denomination only, ignoring all the other denominations in the area. Fortunately, as the crisis grew, more and more clergy realised the benefit of such co-operation. LEANs could make a significant impact in their areas, because of the combined effort of all the churches.

**The positive impact Church can have on society**

The Poor of Christ impacted on society mainly through their authentic, holistic approach. They did not develop a strategy on how to do this. Rather, they heard the message of Jesus and put it into practice. Their faith was more than just a part of their life – their life and their faith were one. They were accused of pretending to be merchants or doctors, or teachers in order to cover up for what they were really up to (Frank et al. 1999:35). The reality, however, was that there was no separation between what they believed, their profession and what they lived. We learn from the Poor of Christ that the most powerful impact that Christians can have is when they, in their ordinary profession, are people of integrity and reliability.

This one-ness of faith and life, authenticity and integrity is addressed by Pillay (2017) under the topic ‘Spirituality’:

> Spirituality is the pattern by which we shape our lives in response to our experiences of God as a very real presence in and around us. To be spiritual is to take seriously our consciousness of God’s presence and to live in such a way that the presence of God is central in all that we do. Such spirituality turns to the world, not away from it. (p. 5)

Our daily lives and encounters with people around us should reflect the holistic impact of our faith – be it as a pastor, a salesperson, a teacher, a pensioner, or a craftsman. When we are ‘Poor in Christ’, dependent on Christ and living from his, we can and will have an impact on society as the Poor of Christ had. As Pillay (2017) expresses it:

> Any piety that appears to be content with a personal relationship with Jesus, and which shuns or belittles the horizontal dimension of discipleship, is suspect. Any spirituality that advocates a withdrawal from what is going on in the world is contrary to Christ’s spirit. (p. 5)

The COVID-19 crisis results in this spirituality being put to the test. As the lockdown in South Africa commenced, it was clear that many people would suffer – not so much from the virus, but from being without income and food. While government started planning to deal with this, many church communities did not wait, but sprang into action where they were.

Verbal reports back at the weekly Zoom meetings of SACC church leaders show that many local ecumenical support projects never stopped, despite contravening lockdown rules. Obedience to Christ superseded obedience to the lockdown laws. The need was apparent and hunger cannot be put on hold till laws and stricures are in place. The months to come will further put the Church to the test, as all indications are that the misery will increase for quite a while.

**Conclusion**

The unknown Poor of Christ through their ministry and values had a significant impact on the 16th century Reformation. Similarly, the biggest difference in the current crisis and in society will not be made by large-scale campaigns by a few prominent individuals, but by a large number of (unknown) Christians living out their faith, following the example set by Christ and making a difference where they are amongst the people with whom they come in contact, acting not divided into denominations, but together, serving...
Christ. Just as the Poor of Christ had a significant impact on preparing the climate for the 16th century Reformation, Christians in this way can have a significant impact on how the COVID-19 crisis plays itself out.
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